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Leikkuri joka leikkaa myös paksumpaa filmiä
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Näytä verkossa

All highlights at a glance.

4-times usable blade

Before you need to change your blade, you have the option of rotating it
multiple times. Four times to be precise. In this way, you can get so much
more out of your blade. Practical for you, favourable for your company!

Work ergonomically

It's easy to work ergonomically with the SECUMAX OPTICUT. Your fingers
will be delighted with the sizable grip, your thumb with the additional
curving at the front of the handle. Glide cutting couldn't be more
comfortable.

Cut clean

Whether cutting foam or film, the bendable plastic material-guide reliably
stops material jamming in front of the blade. The same guide
simultaneously protects your fingers from blade contact.
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Extremely robust

The glide foot, made of Teflon-coated metal, is both durable and robust.
The foot and the similarly robust handle are firmly screwed together; you
will be sure to enjoy your cutting tool for an extended period of time.

Easy blade change

Blade change is performed using the small, rotating bracket found on the
cutter side. Swing, press and release the glide foot. The blade is housed
within the foot. Replace or rotate the blade before pushing everything
back into place.

Article No 437

Material Plastics / Aluminium

Blade change YES

Stainless steel NO

Detectable NO

Color Black/blue

Food safe NO

Order number 437.00

Measurements 112x19x84,5 mm

Weight product 74 g

Cutting depth 7.3 mm

Replacement blade Blade No 37040

Packaging unit 1 on self-service card

GS-Certificate S 60077225
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